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India accuses Twitter 
of ignoring new 
rules as row festers
NEW DELHI: India’s battle with Twitter escalated
yesterday with the government accusing the US
firm of deliberately ignoring new IT rules, as
reports suggested it can now be prosecuted for
users’ tweets.

Currently social media companies operating in
India are classed as intermediaries, shielding them
from criminal liability for anything posted on their
platforms. But the companies face losing this pro-
tection if they fail to comply with new “Intermediary
Guidelines” that came into force in India on May 26.

These rules-which critics say could be used to
silence dissent-demand that the firms give details of
the “first originator” of posts deemed to undermine
India’s sovereignty, state security or public order.
The tech companies also have to appoint a chief
compliance officer for the rules and a “grievance
redressal officer”, both based in India. The Indian
government said on June 5 that while its peers such
as Facebook had complied, Twitter has not. It gave it
“one last notice” to do so.

Yesterday, IT minister Ravi Shankar Prasad said-
on Twitter-that the firm was still in adherence. “It is
astounding that Twitter which portrays itself as the
flag bearer of free speech, chooses the path of
deliberate defiance”, Prasad said. He stopped short
of saying whether Twitter had now lost its protec-
tion from prosecution, however. He said the new
rules were aimed at tackling the “menace of fake
news”. The Times of India reported yesterday that
Twitter has now lost its so-called “safe harbor”
immunity from prosecution for “unlawful” or
“inflammatory” tweets.

After not complying, “Twitter now stands
exposed to action... for any third-party unlawful
content,” the paper quoted an unnamed govern-
ment source as saying. Twitter yesterday insisted
that it was “making every effort to comply with the
new guidelines” and was in close touch with the
government.—AFP

BRUSSELS: The EU yesterday agreed to lift coronavirus
restrictions for US travellers as Western countries moved
toward a return to pre-COVID life, but in a stark reminder
that the global pandemic was far from over, Moscow
ordered mandatory jabs over a “dramatic” rise in infec-
tions. The United States was among eight countries and
territories added to a European Union white list, exempt-
ing them from the COVID-19 travel ban ahead of the busy
summer holiday season critical to the economies of many
member nations. EU states can still choose to require trav-
ellers from these areas to undergo Covid-19 testing or to
observe periods in quarantine, but once the new list is
approved the recommendation is that they should be
exempted from a blanket travel ban that the bloc imposed
in March 2020.

The other countries and regions added to the white list
yesterday  were Albania, North Macedonia, Serbia,
Lebanon, Taiwan, Macau and Hong Kong, officials and
diplomats said. France meanwhile said that masks would no
longer be required outdoors from today and that an
unpopular COVID curfew would be scrapped on June 20,
10 days earlier than initially planned, thanks to falling infec-
tions. “The health situation of our country is improving
faster than we expected,” said Prime Minister Jean Castex. 

Curbs fall coast to coast 
Europe’s move came a day after COVID restrictions

were dropped from sea to sea in the US, with New York
City and the state of California lifting nearly all curbs. The
lifts came as the national Covid-19 death toll in the US
topped 600,000 — the largest in the world by far, ahead
of hard-hit Brazil and India.

After a much-criticized early response to the pandemic,
the US has since organized one of the world’s most effec-
tive immunization drives. “We have hit 70 percent vaccina-
tion,” New York Governor Andrew Cuomo said on
Tuesday as he announced the lifting of curbs. “It means
that we can now return to life as we know it.” Across the
country, Governor Gavin Newsom told Californians that
they could ditch their masks nearly everywhere, except for
schools, hospitals and public transport.

“Finally we are here, to turn the page... to move beyond
social distancing and physical distancing.” US progress
against COVID was echoed in Asia where India, which
saw overwhelmed health services and record infections
and deaths in April and May, reopened its famed Taj Mahal
monument yesterday. Cases have declined in recent weeks,
with several major cities including New Delhi and Mumbai
easing many restrictions. Thailand meanwhile said it

planned to fully reopen to foreign visitors in four months.

‘Dramatic’ rise in Moscow 
But in a stark reminder that the global pandemic that

has killed more than 3.8 million people worldwide was far
from over, Moscow Mayor Sergei Sobyanin warned “the
coronavirus situation continues to unfold dramatically.”

“We simply must do everything to carry out mass vac-
cinations in the shortest possible time and stop this terrible
disease, stop the deaths of thousands of people,” Sobyanin
wrote in a blog post as he ordered compulsory jabs for
Muscovites working in the service industry. The
announcement came as Russia’s second city of Saint
Petersburg hosts matches in the Euro 2020 football tour-
nament, with thousands of foreign visitors expected to fly
in for the sporting extravaganza.  Russia has the sixth-
highest caseload in the world, but President Vladimir Putin
— who was holding a summit with US President Joe Biden
in Geneva yesterday — has repeatedly claimed the coun-
try has handled the pandemic better than most other
nations. The increase in cases comes as authorities strug-
gle to encourage Russians to get vaccinated, even though
the country launched a mass campaign of free jabs in
December and has developed and approved four vaccines

- Sputnik V, EpiVacCorona, CoviVac and the one-dose
Sputnik Light. Sobyanin, whose city of some 12 million is
the epicenter of the coronavirus outbreak in Russia, said
just 1.8 million residents had been inoculated.

Cap for Olympic fans 
Japan, which next week hosts the 2020 Olympics

delayed a year by the pandemic, said yesterday that it
planned to set a cap of 10,000 fans at sports events ahead
of the games. The proposed measure would come into
force after a COVID-19 state of emergency in Tokyo and
other parts of the country ends on June 20, and would last
until the end of August, said Yasutoshi Nishimura, the min-
ister in charge of virus measures.

The plan, expected to become official later this week,
would limit spectators to 50 percent of a venue’s capacity
or 10,000 people, whichever is smaller, he said.
Worldwide, the novel coronavirus, which emerged in China
in late 2019, has killed at least 3,824,885 people, according
to a tally from official sources compiled by AFP. The World
Health Organization estimates that the pandemic’s overall
toll could be two to three times higher than official figures,
due to the excess mortality that is directly and indirectly
linked to COVID-19. —AFP

West moves to pre-COVID normal 
Cases spike in Moscow,  EU to lift curbs for US travellers

Field narrows as 
sanctions-hit Iran 
elects president
TEHRAN: The field of candidates thinned out yesterday
two days ahead of Iran’s presidential election, in which a
victory by ultraconservative cleric Ebrahim Raisi is widely
seen as a foregone conclusion.

Two of the seven men approved to enter the lackluster
race pulled out, further boosting the position of Raisi, 60,
in a vote where turnout is predicted to hit a record low.

Ultraconservative lawmaker Alireza Zakani withdrew
and pledged to support Raisi, hours after former vice
president Mohsen Mehralizadeh, one of only two
reformists allowed to run, had also thrown in the towel.
The election comes as economically ailing and pandemic-
hit Iran is in talks with world powers to revive the bat-
tered 2015 nuclear deal and at pains to end a punishing
US sanctions regime imposed under former president
Donald Trump.

The vote will choose a successor to Iran’s moderate
President Hassan Rouhani, the Iranian architect of that
deal, who cannot run again now after serving two consec-
utive four-year terms, and who leaves office in August.
Ultimate power in Iran, where a 1979 revolution toppled
the monarchy, lies with the supreme leader, Ayatollah Ali

Khamenei, but the president has significant influence on
issues from industrial policy to foreign affairs.

The expected winner, Raisi, the country’s judiciary
chief and a cleric usually seen sporting a black turban and
religious robe, has been mentioned in Iranian media as a
possible successor to Khamenei.

Raisi belongs to the ultraconservative camp that most
deeply distrusts the United States, labelled the “Great
Satan” or the “Global Arrogance” in the Islamic republic,
and which has harshly criticised Rouhani since the nuclear
deal started to unravel.

‘Maximum pressure’ 
The landmark achievement of Rouhani’s eight years in

power was the accord under which Tehran accepted limits
on its nuclear program in return for relief from interna-
tional sanctions. But hopes Iran would reap the benefits
were dashed in 2018 when Trump ripped up the deal and
launched a “maximum pressure” campaign aiming to
diplomatically and economically isolate it.

The country of 83 million, blocked by the US from sell-
ing its oil to and trading with much of the world, was
plunged into recession while Rouhani came under fire
from ultraconservatives for having trusted the West. Iran
saw anti-government unrest in the winter of 2017-18 and
again in November 2019 — harshly put down both times-
before the Covid-19 pandemic came and hit Iran harder
than any other country in the region.

An ultraconservative victory would mean that, months
after US President Joe Biden ousted Trump, with his
uncompromising stance on Iran, from the White House, the

pendulum would swing the other way in Tehran. Analysts
however argue that this would be unlikely to derail talks in
Vienna between Iran and the other remaining parties to
the nuclear deal-Britain, China, France, Germany and
Russia-which have been indirectly joined by the United
States. The pain of Trump’s ramped-up sanctions-which
sparked galloping inflation and spiraling job losses-is the
unifying electoral theme, and all candidates agree that
Iran’s top priority must be the lifting of sanctions. —AFP

One dead, seven 
missing in Nepal 
monsoon flood
SINDHUPALCHOK, Nepal: At least one person died and
seven others were missing after houses and bridges were
washed away when a river burst during heavy monsoon
rains in Nepal, officials said yesterday.

The annual monsoon rains in the Himalayan nation
revitalizes farms and waterways but also triggers deadly
landslides and floods. Officials said a landslide caused by
the monsoon deluge blocked a river, which then burst and
sent a flood of water downstream late Tuesday, inundating
a settlement in Sindhupalchowk district near the capital
Kathmandu. “One body has been recovered and seven

others are missing from different places in the flood,” dis-
trict official Baburam Khanal said.

Rescuers from the police and army rescued at least 60
people, officials added, using helicopters for difficult-to-
reach areas. The river started swelling suddenly on
Tuesday evening, locals told AFP. “None of the residents
have slept tonight, we haven’t slept at all looking at this
terrifying situation,” resident Sailesh Khadka said. “It all
happened after 8pm or 9pm at night.” A further two peo-
ple died and four others remained missing after flooding
in other districts over the past two days, Dil Kumar
Tamang of Nepal’s National Emergency Operation Center
said. “We are also sending relief materials to the affected
but the weather is making the process difficult,” Tamang
said. Heavy rains were forecast for at least the next two
days, the weather bureau said. The number of deadly
floods and landslides has increased in recent years in
Nepal. Experts say climate change and more road con-
struction could be triggering the deadly disasters. —AFP

TEHRAN: Iranians walk beneath a campaign banner
bearing the portrait of presidential candidate Ebrahim
Raisi at the Grand Bazaar in the capital Tehran. Iran
holds a presidential election today with ultraconserva-
tive Ebrahim Raisi most likely to win from the seven
candidates. —AFP

KATHMANDU: Rescue workers walk along a road after
the Melamchi River overflowed following heavy mon-
soon rains in Melamchi, some 70 km northeast of
Kathmandu yesterday. —AFP

BRUSSELS: A picture taken at Liege airport shows the screen of a mobile phone bearing a QR code as part of a EU Digital COVID certificate. The European health certificate, which Belgium began using Tuesday, will become operational across
the EU on July 1, 2021. —AFP


